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By the Globalization development of economy and technology , regional concept 
of space and time is eliminated thoroughly. Cities and buildings by the control of same 
method and objective are become more and more similarly in the world. So people have 
lost the sense of adscription and place, that is ,lost regional “Genius Loci” . 
The thesis takes “Critical Regionalism” as theoretical foundation, and expounds 
the concept 、the development and the characteristic of regional architecture. The thesis 
emphasizes the predominance of “Critical Regionalism” by the compare with 
“traditional Regionalism”. The pith of The concept of “Region Architecture” design is 
emphasizing the construction of “The Place”. And bring out the concept of “The place” 
and “Genius Loci”. The thesis analyses and expounds the apperception cognition 、 
recognition and regionality of “Genius loci” with emphasis, and provides theoretical 
foundation for the study on expression method of “Genius loci” in modern regional 
architecture design . 
Base on this theoretical foundation, the thesis combine the research with existing 
research results at home and abroad , and the thesis study on how to deal with the 
relationship between architecture and The objective reality of nature condition and 
society condition in place from the perspective of the regional place creation . The 
thesis also study on the expression method and design principle of regional “Genius 
loci” from three aspects by the texture, color and spatial model of architecture in 
modern regional architecture design.   
Finally, the thesis study on modern regional architecture design for the further 
analysis and demonstration by investigated the representative examples of modern 
regional architectures in Xiamen.  















modern regional “Genius Loci” .The thesis also put forward that people have to pay 
attention to the expression of regional “Genius loci” when they design modern regional 
architectures ,and found the relationship between human and nature .That can impress 
the sense of belonging and identity to people, and to make architectures bear social 
responsibility .At last, we hope that the architecture design can emphasize the “Genius 
loci” expression based on regionality.  
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